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Roger's Ramblings
Another successful anagama firing - our seventh - and the
results are better each time. There‘s a report by our
enthusiastic anagama aficionado, Alan, in this newsletter. Well
done Alan for yet another well run firing and especial thanks to
Shige Ohashi our esteemed firing guru. He spent seven whole
days loading the kiln as well as many hours overseeing the
firing. Have a look at the photo of Shige‘s Swan Neck vase and
you‘ll see the stunning results you can get (if you are lucky!)
from using a white clay. Shige will be providing some advice
before the next firing as to the best clays to use.

The club has been the lucky recipient of all of the pottery
equipment of life member Patti Meads. Sadly, Patti is no longer
able to pot but she wanted all her things to go where they would
be used by other potters and offered it all to WPA. What the
club needs, such as her Talisman wheel, McGregor kiln and
some tools will go to the rooms and the balance will be offered
to members at a sale day sometime in the next few weeks.
Patti‘s very good McGregor kiln has a capacity of 5 cu ft and will
replace our old 9 cu ft Cob1 as soon as it is taken (it has been
offered to members to take away).

There‘s been a fair bit of activity on the Rooms front as we
refine procedures for admitting new members. We have been
finding a number of disturbing or just plain annoying things
happening around the rooms and they are quite possibly
because of a few folk do not know how the place works. So
there is a notice in this N/L from Jo Moon, Rooms Manager,
reminding us all of the correct do‘s and don‘ts. Of concern in
particular has been the taking of five bags of clay without
recording the sale and paying; another has been the depletion
of our supply of potters tools. They are in the bins under the
window for all to use but after use please put them back there
and not in your storage cubicle.

Rosemary O‘Hara has been busy with Cone 6 glaze tests so
that we will have a small selection of suitable club glazes when
we switch club firings to a Mid-fire range late in the year. By
then we will have suitable mid-fire range clays in stock.
Finally, Ceramicus11 is only two months away. Kate Fitzharris
from Dunedin is our guest potter and selector. She makes
beautiful mixed media work which will be quite a change from
more the traditional. Wellington City Council has generously
agreed to give us a grant of $1,000 towards the cost of running
the show so let‘s make it something really special. Don‘t forget,
we will be open at the same time as World of Wearable Art and
a major RWC game at the stadium.

Three of the Talisman wheels have been repaired so all should
be in good working order. If you happen to be working on one
and find it is not going well or is unduly noisy please put a note
in the Day Book by the telephone and we‘ll get it seen to. We
can‘t fix things unless we know the problem; funny thing that!

And finally, finally: how are those beer mugs/steins coming
along? There is a box in the library for you to put your offerings
in. Let's get it really overflowing!
Happy potting, Roger

Ahoy Me Hearties!
It is very encouraging that the club has a steady inflow of new members. Quite a number respond
to WPA‘s page on the NZPotters website, some just walk in off the street and others arrive via the
classes held at the rooms. Some have some prior potting experience from other clubs whilst
others just want to give potting a go. In order for the club to function properly it is important that
all members know how OUR club works, not only the equipment, kilns, etc but also how we run
the place. As it has become increasingly apparent that not everyone does we are instituting a few
changes in how we ‗process‘ new members.
In future, once a member has paid their fees they will be required to attend an Orientation
Session. These sessions will be held roughly fortnightly (depending on demand) and will last
about an hour. New members who have applied for a key will be not be provided with one until they have attended one of these
sessions they will, however, be able to use the rooms if another member is there to provide access. They may be provided with a
storage cubicle if one is available.
Orientation Sessions will be held on Thursdays 9 pm and Saturdays 11 am on 2nd, 7th & 23rd July and in 1st and 3rd weeks of
August and in every month thereafter.
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Application procedure: Should someone come to the rooms and ask if he or she may join WPA the procedure is to get them to fill in
an application form and pay their fee according to the instructions on the form. They should be told that within two weeks they will
receive a letter welcoming them. They should then be given a brief tour showing them the kitchen, library, toilets and downstairs.
Jo Moon, Rooms Manager, will coordinate the Orientation Sessions. Members wanting to put themselves on the waiting list should
contact Jo by email: jomoon@paradise.net.nz or phone 972 1133.
The Captain
New members to WPA
A warm welcome to the following members: Kobi Beck, Teresa Robertson, Alex Rodriguez and Erin Elmes
Newsletter by email?
If you would like to receive the WPA newsletter by email instead of hardcopy please send your email
address to Vera at davee@paradise.net.nz. Receiving the newsletter by email will help the club with
economics and the environment. You will also receive it sooner (and in colour)! Cheers 
Parking during workshops – please take note
There is a 2-hour parking limit out on the streets around Wellington Potters. It applies in the weekend too, and it's enforced.
Members who can't fit into the parking space at the rooms and park on Grant Road or thereabouts should be aware of this, and shift
their vehicle on a regular basis.
REMINDER: Elements – branch exhibition of NZSP at Pataka's Blue Pacific Gallery
Entries to go to Pataka on 10 and 11 July for selection. Extra forms available from Jenny Shearer, telephone 976 1195.
A request from the Recycle Team for potters who use the WPA rooms
We have noticed that the recycle bins are filling up with discarded clay that is still damp enough to be reconditioned with minimal
effort by the potter. Before tossing your unwanted pots into the recycle bin, try wrapping the dryer pieces of clay in damp cloth
and bagging them for awhile, or wedging the wetter pieces on the plaster blocks to work out excess moisture. By keeping your clay
in workable condition, you will save yourself money and our backs.
The recycle process for the pug team is labour intensive, and you can make it easier for us by reducing the amount of discarded clay
that can be re-worked.
Please remember, also, that paper clay and clay with stain and grog, are NOT suitable for WPA recycling.
Thank you for your consideration, The Pug Team
WPA Library
We have a wonderful resource available to WPA members with
our library; unfortunately I can‘t be there to issue books and
magazines to you, so we rely on members filling in the loan
cards properly. PLEASE fill in all the details required:

Have you filled out the
card properly, dear?
And I DO hope you’ve
washed your hands …

The date
Your full name
A contact phone number (most important!)
And another thing that shouldn‘t really need to be stated –
please wash your hands carefully before entering the Library.
It really is disconcerting to have to wipe clay off the Library door
and door-handle – nobody should be going into the Library at
any time with clay-covered hands.
Thanking you in anticipation,
Elaine Marland
Your Patient but Starting to Get a Bit Frustrated Librarian
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JOURNALS
These journals are reference only in the Library, and can be borrowed when the next issue arrives.
Pottery Making Illustrated, volume14 no.3, May/June
2011
Raku Firing: the Balance Between Control and Chance
Creating Multiple Pots with Individual Details
Making Handmade Basins/Sinks
Low Fire Alkaline Glazes
Messing with Majolica

Ceramic Review, no.249, May/June 2011
Peter Randall-Page‘s New-Found Confidence in Clay
Nigel Lambert‘s Vibrant Domestic Ware
Post-Firing – Patching Ceramic Scars
Digital Photography – a Beginner‘s Guide

Ceramics Monthly, volume 59 no.5, May 2011
Techno File – Flameware (putting pots on direct flame)
Photo Stencils
Oil Spot and Hare‘s Fur Glazes
History of the World in 100 Objects
Modern Tiles in Portugal
Etsuko Tashima combines Clay and Glass
A guided Tour of Classical Pottery

Are you intending to come?

PLEASE NOTE CHANGE OF DATE
Unfortunately, due to our guide having to be in Sydney, we have had to change the date to 8th July, at 7.30pm
Don‘t forget to let me know if you intend to come. I have spoken to a number of people who thought I had their names on the list—
but they haven‘t told me that! Remember that numbers will be limited - ‗first come first served‘.
We will provide instructions for getting to the venue nearer the time. You will have plenty of opportunity for discussion over
coffee/tea and cake.
Vera: Phone: 938 8207, Email: davee@paradise.net.nz
Just a reminder that it‘s a chance to get up close and personal to pottery which has survived 2500 years. The Classics Department
at Victoria University has a fine collection of ancient pottery. The techniques are amazing, and the pots depict myths and daily life of
the time. Dr Diana Burton who lectures in Greek Art will take us on a tour of the collection.
(See photos in the April newsletter)
Pottery classes at the rooms
Mondays and Tuesdays 7-9pm – Vivian Rodríguez
Basic to intermediate 8 week course $145. Enrol through Onslow College (phone 477 1118, email commed@onslow.school.nz)
Thursdays 7-9pm – Rosemary O’Hara
Throwing and hand building for beginners and beyond. 6 week courses run continuously. $100 per course, plus clay and firing
costs. Contact Rosemary to enrol: phone 233 0003, email roseo@klezmer.co.nz.
Saturdays 9.45-11.45am – Anthea Grob & Rosemary O’Hara
Introductory and intermediate class in hand building and wheel throwing. 6-week courses run continuously. $100 per course, plus
clay and firing costs. Contact Anthea to enrol: anthea@ecofabric.co.nz
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Potters profile: Mirek Smíšek OBE
Mirek is best known for his salt-fired domestic ware. In 1956 he
became New Zealand's first full-time potter and is still working
today.
He was born in Bohemia in Czechoslovakia in 1925. In 1948 he
was an assisted immigrant from Czechoslovakia working at the
brick works in Canberra. He arrived in Auckland in 1951 where
he worked at Crown Lynn and began to throw pots on a wheel.
He designed and decorated Bohemia Ware at his time. When
he moved to Nelson to manage the Nelson Brick and Pipe
Company, he became more fully involved in ceramic production
and built his own wheel and kiln, and in a short time had built up
a market among pottery enthusiasts. He was teaching at Nelson
College for 6 years - 3 day and 2 evening classes.
1968 he moved to Te Horo and set up his pottery with its
distinctive beehive kilns which are still visible from SH1. (Mirek sold the Te Horo property in 1997
and now lives at Waikanae Beach.)
Recently Mirek worked on pottery for Lord of the Rings which involved making 700 pieces of pottery
- several identical and in 3 sizes.
"Creativity is one of the most, if not the most, important activity for people to engage in. My
experience during the last war more than convinced me of this. Many of the problems of the
contemporary world will be minimised if creative activity becomes part of all our lives. Pottery, with
the exciting challenge of mastery over the elements earth, water and fire, offers tremendous scope
for fulfilment. It is very demanding, and good results do not come easily, but there is a great
adventure for anybody willing to be sincerely involved."
1962 - spent 6 months in Japan with Takeichi Kawai (Arts Council Travel Award).
1963/64 - Arts Council Grant enabled him to work with Bernard Leach at St Ives in Cornwall.
1967 - travelled again to Japan on a Japanese travel Award invited by Shoji Hamada.
1974 - on a QE II Arts Council of NZ Travel Award, he was invited by Bernard Leach to the Leach
Pottery, he studied Mediaeval pottery in Europe and Joman pottery in Japan. He was also awarded a World Craft Council Diploma
for Distinguished Work, International Exhibition Toronto, Canada.
Fellow of the NZ Academy of Fine Arts.
1980 - QE II Arts Council travel Award
1990 - Awarded OBE (Order of the British Empire) for services to pottery
2005 - Governor General Art Award.
His work is exhibited and represented in Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, England (Buckingham Palace), Fiji, Japan, Germany,
Korea, USA, NZ.
Information obtained from articles in NZ Potter magazine, and "Pioneer Potters," Catalogue from The Potters Shop Wellington, and
Mirek Smíšek.
Currently touring his exhibition 60 years, 60 pots.
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Potters' diary
Month
July

Date
Fri 8 (1:00 – 3:00 pm )

Fri 8 - note new date

August
September

Sat 16 Jul – Sun 7 Aug
Sunday 17
Wed 20
Sat 23
Wed 17
Sat/Sun 20/21
Fri 2– Sun11
Wed 21

October

Sat/Sun 1/2 (tbc)

November

Sun 16
Sat 22
Sat 5
Wed 16 (tbc)
Sat/Sun 19/20

Activity
A DCA workshop (open to non-DCA
people) to be conducted by Hamish
Trolove (tbc)
An evening guided tour
―Elements 11‖ at Pataka
Barbara Spencer‘s Workshop
Committee meeting
Raku Firing
Committee meeting
Potter-in-Residence‘s workshop
Opening function for members:
Evening Fri 2
Committee meeting (final before
AGM)
Paul Pepworth
AGM & Pot luck meal (BYO)
Raku Firing
Pit Firing
New committee meets
Potter-in-Residence‘s
workshop\demonstration

Subject
―Photographing Your Work‖

Coordinator/tutor
Cate Pates

Victoria University‘s classical
pottery collection (mostly Greek)
NZSP Regional Exhibition
―Printing on Clay‖

Vera Burton
Jenny Shearer
Rhonda Edwards
Mike Atkins

Scraffito Workshop
Ceramicus11

Vivian Rodríquez
Roger Pearce

Abbots Glazes – using glazes to
maximum effect
47 Simla Crescent

(tbc)

(tbc)

Mia Hamilton

Roger & Jann
Mike Atkins
Francesca Costa

"Make a Mug"
Have you Made Your Mug yet??
We have a box in the Library to receive contribution and make it easy for you.
But as yet it is Strangely Empty. I have seen signs of emerging mugs on the
shelves at the rooms, so there is hope yet.
Just to remind you, in conjunction with Ceramicus 11 Wellington Potters' are
arranging a sale of beer mugs to aid the Christchurch earthquake fund.
Ceramicus 11 is Wellington Potters' Annual Exhibition from 3 - 11 September,
2011.
This will be a separate sale cash-and-carry sale run alongside the exhibition.
We invite you to donate mugs of any shape, size, funky, serious - but you must be
able to drink beer out of them!
We would like you to price the pots and this will be the minimum price for which they will be sold, or we will do it for you. Wellington
Potters will not take any commission on these - all money will be donated.
We will be happy to receive donated mugs from any potters in the greater Wellington area, ie that covered by the Wellington region
of NZP. We can also accept them at any time up until Sunday 27 August - you don't need to wait until formal receiving for the
Exhibition itself. Send your mugs to Vera Burton, 20 Motueka Street, Ngaio, Wellington 6035. Or drop them into the Wellington
Potters' Centre, 130 Grant Road - in the box in the library.
Some mugs may be selected for special sale or auction. WPA does reserve the right to refuse to accept entries that are
substandard.
Please clearly mark your mugs with your name and price, and include with them your name and contact phone/email if you want any
unsold items returned to you.
Email: davee@paradise.net.nz
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From the Rooms
Hi Everyone,
Judging by the amount of work on the drying shelves it seems that there havebeen a lot of members enjoying the facilities of late.
On closer inspection however, a great deal of the work has been sitting there for some time taking up much needed space, as
graphically illustrated in the photographs above.
Four weeks is the maximum length of time for work to remain on these shelves and from now on it will be most important to name
and date your work so that this period is not exceeded. Any work not named and dated or still remaining at four weeks is very
likely to be recycled. Similarly, if you use the damp cupboards, two weeks is the maximum time allowed, name and date all
work please. There will be a blitz on the drying shelves and damp cupboards at the end of July. All work that is not named
and dated will be removed!
If you are working on a piece that requires more drying or storage time than this then use the Handbuilding Area in the north-east
corner of the rooms. There are shelves to store long-term projects to keep work safe and out of the way. Please take responsibility
for your work and respect others' work as well. Store things tidily, taking up as little space as possible and do not touch or handle
anyone elses work unless absolutely necessary. When using moulds do not leave work in them. You must remove your clay the
same day and then clean the mould with a damp sponge and return to the mould shelves. Any work left in moulds will be
removed.

Strangely a lot of the WPA tools have gone missing making it very difficult for members to work. If you have mistakenly stored club
materials in your cubicle then please put them back out for all to use, their return is much needed. Perhaps you even have excess
materials or tools that you could donate?
Sometimes, and it has happened to me, time runs away with you just as the cleaning up needs to be done! The wheels and
workbenches are not always left in a pristine state, probably due to bad time management more than anything, so if you see an area
that needs cleaning then please, just do it. If you see some dishes that need doing then please, just do them occasionally. I will add
though that I am really impressed and delighted with how well-kept I usually find the rooms and I thank those of you who do make
the extra effort to clear and tidy when need be.
It really is a privilege for all of us to use such an exceptional facility so with a considerate approach and a helpful attitude it makes the
space all the more enjoyable to be in. The club is run solely by volunteers so volunteer your help when there too if you can.
New membership procedures that have been discussed for the last year or so are being implemented. If you need a replacement
key you can obtain one on Thursday 9pm and Saturday 11am every 1st and 3rd weeks of each month. The cost is $8.50, the money
and explanation note to go in the safe as per usual, so have the correct amount please.
Thanks for reading this, cheerfully cleaning, naming your work from now on and being good company at the rooms!!
Warm winter wishes, Jo
Anagama – 7th Te Haunui firing
A beautiful ―Crane Neck‖ vase (Shige Ohashi‘s apt description of his pot) emerged from the anagama
kiln following the seventh firing. It and many other beautiful pieces enthused and excited a group of
some 45 people that gathered for the unloading of the kiln and the now traditional BBQ on Sunday 5
June at Graeme and June Houston‘s Te Haunui property in Horokiwi.
The unloading of the kiln was preceded by a 5 day, 100 hour firing (25 Wednesday – 29 Sunday May.)
This was the culmination of a lot of work which started with cleaning and repairing the kiln, cleaning kiln
shelves and props, and chain sawing, splitting and stacking wood. The work of contributing potters was
assembled at the rooms and then transported to the site there to be meticulously loaded by Shige, the
firing master, over a 7 day period.
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Approximately 240 pieces from 40 potters were consigned to the kiln‘s welcoming grasp. Only one
piece didn‘t gain entry as unfortunately it was broken.
Our standard wadding recipe is (by volume) 1 part alumina hydrate, 1 part china clay and 1 part flour
to which was added, on this occasion, quantities of silica sand. The reason for this addition was to
make the wadding firmer. What Shige wanted was for the wadding to rebound after having been
compressed when installing, for example, kiln shelves. The addition of the silica was a mixed
blessing.
In some cases the wadding left on the shelves after the firing had been transformed into glass
nodules – difficult to remove. However, the wadding attracted an unwanted following, to which my
previous article alluded, from the mouse population of Horokiwi. Ingested wadding was unfortunately
deposited in a number of pots in the form of mouse droppings. Members will be invited to make
feline clay offerings for the next firing!
The interior of the kiln, which is maturing with each firing, is becoming an object of beauty in its own
right with the walls being basted with pine ash glaze of its own making. Interestingly, it was the
pleasure of being inside such a kiln that confirmed Shige‘s interest in pottery. That‘s perhaps why he
enjoys loading the kiln. He assured us he doesn‘t have a womb complex!
The magic started with the lighting of the kiln at 10:00 am on the Wednesday. There followed 16
shifts each employing a shift leader and generally 2-3 helpers. The kiln crackled, pulsated and
purred with cones 8 and 9 (at the front) being recorded as being down on shift 5 on Thursday
evening. All the cones at the front (8, 9, 10 & 11) and the back (5, 6, 7 & 8) were down before shift 9
started at 6:00 pm on the Friday. A note for future shift leaders: Please record such events on the
firing record. Having abandoned the use of pyrometers in favour of instinct and intuition, the
recording of firing data has understandably become less rigorous. Side stoking started at 5:30 am
on shift 10 on the Saturday.
The weather throughout the firing was generally good in contrast to the conditions when the kiln was
opened which were less than inviting. However, this didn‘t deter the enthusiasts (potters, friends
and Horokiwi locals), who gathered in greater numbers than at past firings. Parking on damp grass
near the kiln can be a trap for the unwary and the wary, myself included, and a number of drivers
had to be assisted in extricating their cars from the mud.
Excluding those who generously contributed their time, muscle and equipment to the preparatory
phases of the firing, the firing itself involved the firing master, 9 shift leaders and 22 helpers – a great
team effort. They were supported and sustained throughout by Graeme and June, and occasional
visits by the farm dogs.
For those wishing to emulate the ―Crane Neck‖ vase‘s beauty in future firings, the vase was made
from Nelson White adorned by a slip made from ball clay. Shige is keen to experiment with other
New Zealand clays and should be encouraged in this endeavour.
It only remains for me to thank all those who made the seventh firing possible and to start turning my
mind to planning next year‘s event. The kiln has already been cleaned and the debris from the firing
removed from the kiln shelves and props in anticipation of the next firing.
Alan Ross
Anagama Coordinator
Mike Atkins was the ―official‖ pot photographer for the opening proceedings and his photographs and
those of others may be viewed at:
https://picasaweb.google.com/101496314371224632175/SeventhAnagamaFiringSelection?authkey
=Gv1sRgCMnpj4L2woylAw
Ron Knox also took some atmospheric photos which can be found at:
https://picasaweb.google.com/ron.knox/Anagama2011?authkey=Gv1sRgCMruyrLCoNOptQE&feat=email#slideshow/561228786629
8481682
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Our potters exhibit on Waiheke
Two of our Wellington Potters are currently exhibiting on
Waiheke. Cate Pates and Mia Hamilton were invited to send
work for ―Earth Matters‖ at the Waiheke Community Art Gallery.
What follows is an excerpt from the ―Gulf News‖ newspaper on
16 June 2011:
Ceramics in exhibition openings: This week the Waiheke
Community Art Gallery has an opening for three new
exhibitions: Earth Matters, Preserve – A celebration of Matariki,
and collections – from a littoral zone. These opened on 17th
June and run until 11 July.
Earth Matters is a National Ceramic Invitational Exhibition
curated by Judy Rae.
It features works from around the country. Madelaine Child and
Philip Jarvis from Dunedin have created a colourful installation
of oversize popcorn which brings humour and whimsy to the
exhibition. From Christchurch are Cheryl Lucas and Ranate
Galetzka, who have a range of wonderful vessels of a domestic nature, while Georgina Caulton shows here fascinating renditions of
figures and animals, and Wellington artist Mia Hamilton, a headland Sculpture on the Gulf exhibitor, has created a suite of
spectacular large vessels.
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Barbara Spencer workshop 16-17 July 2011
A fun workshop to experiment with personal and commercial ceramic printing.
16th July 10.00 -4.00pm and 17th July 10.00- 4.00pm
The workshop will include photo transfer so bring:

 good clear photocopies of 6 of your favourite photos
 drawings that made be converted to underglaze paintings
 an old bank card- essential for smoothing clay surface
Barbara will provide everything else.
The cost is $60 for the weekend
Barbara has had a long and successful career in television as a set designer and also in educational institutions as an art tutor. At
the moment she is an arts advisor and teacher in rural schools as well as working on her own projects.
To register email rhonda_je@yahoo.co.nz and send cheque to the club treasurer.
Scraffito workshop

Back by popular demand
Vivian Rodríguez Scraffito Workshop

Saturday and Sunday 20 and 21 August
10:30 am to 4:30 pm
At the Rooms
Cost: $65
Vivian is a WPA Potter-in-Residence.
This workshop will be full participation. It is suitable for all levels. All materials are included in the price.
The workshop will cover:






Making of pots (throwing, handbuild or tiles) for slip application
Preparation of colour slips, using a variety of oxides and ceramic stains
Application of colour slip layers into leather hard ware
Ceramic decoration using scraffito techniques
Glazing and finishing tips

What to bring: Scratching tools, sponge, paint brushes, towel, and most important something nice to eat for shared lunch.
To book please email vivian.rodriguez@clear.net.nz or leave your name on the Vivian Rodriguez workshop booking list near the
phone at the rooms. Pay on the day but remember if you book but fail to show, you will be charged the full fee.
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Clays for sale at WPA
How to buy clay
New clay is kept under lock and key in the storeroom. The rooms manager, president and treasurer have keys. Clay is
available for purchase on Tuesdays between 10am and 2pm. Please pay immediately. Note that we can’t give change or
receipts.
Abbots Stoneware: $22
Traditional buff stoneware.

PCW (Potters Clay White): $36
A versatile, pale grey-firing (grey in reduction) stoneware
body with excellent throwing characteristics. Suits many
applications (including raku firings because of a good
thermal shock resistance). 80 mesh. Drying shrinkage 58%, total when fired about 16%. Firing range: cone 9-10
(1257-1282 degrees centigrade).

Abbots Sculptural: $26
Grogged stoneware, suitable for raku or sculptural work.
Low shrinkage. Oatmeal buff colour in oxidation, brown in
reduction. Firing range: cone 8-10.
Abbots Red: $22
Fine, plastic earthenware. Orange terracotta colour at
maturity. 50mesh. Firing range: cone 03-2 (1100-1150).

W10 (10kg): $23
White clay with a firing range from earthenware to stoneware
(similar to Abbots white). (Members using this are
impressed with its texture for throwing)

Red Raku (12.5kg): $26
Great for hand building. Grog content of about 30%. Pale
terracotta colour. Won‘t take glaze all that well. Firing
range: cone 03-5

Primo white stoneware (10kg): $20
Primo buff stoneware (10kg): $20
Recycled clay: $7 per bag

Who’s Who in the WPA
President
Roger Pearce
970 2113
rojann@paradise.net.nz

Cubicle Allocations
Rhonda Edwards
389 8751
rhonda_je@yahoo.co.nz

Raku Matters
Mike Atkins
970 1205
kayne_nz@yahoo.co.nz

Vice President
Mauritz Basson
381 6751
mauritz.basson@wellingtonzoo.com

Kilns – Club Firings
Mia Hamilton
mia.hamilton@xtra.co.nz

Pit Firing
Francesca Costa
479 1522
costaf@xtra.co.nz

Secretary
Alan Ross
566 8922
alross@clear.net.nz
Treasurer
Robyn Connolly
977 8448
rob.c@paradise.net.nz
Rooms Manager
Jo Moon
9721133
jomoon@paradise.net.nz

Kilns – Repairs
Mike Atkins
970 1205
kayne_nz@yahoo.co.nz
Glazes
Rosemary O'Hara
233 0003
roseo@klezmer.co.nz.
Newsletter Editor
Saskia Hendrikse
saskia.hendrikse@buddlefindlay.com

NZP Delegate
Jenny Shearer
976 1195
jennymary@paradise.net.nz
DCA Supervisor
Cate Pates
04 565 3734
021 143 7705
clpates@hotmail.com
Email address for the WPA
wellingtonpotters@gmx.com

Librarian
Elaine Marland
384 4718
marland@xtra.co.nz

As a club we try to keep our fees down while still covering costs.
If for financial reasons you feel excluded, please contact the President.
Articles for April newsletter need to be emailed to Saskia by 25 July 2011
(saskia.hendrikse@buddlefindlay.com)
Clubrooms, 130 Grant Road, Thorndon (opposite George Street), PO Box 6686, Te Aro, Wellington 6011
Phone (04) 473 3680, Email wellingtonpotters@gmx.com
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